Jan 24: Course overview. Screening, brief intervention and referral to treatment plus overview of psychosocial treatments for substance use disorders.
Lecturer: Dr. Joseph Sakai

Jan 31: Intro to Motivational Interviewing.
Lecturer: Dr. Christian Hopfer

Feb 07: Overview of MET/CBT/CM model for integrated treatment of substance use disorders and co-morbid psychiatric disorders.
Lecturer: Dr. Paula Riggs

Feb 14: Evidence-based treatment of opioid use disorder.
Lecturer: Dr. Patrick Fehling

Feb 21: Treatment of alcohol and stimulant use disorders.
Lecturer: Dr. Joseph Sakai

Feb 28: Treatment of marijuana use disorder.
Lecturer: Dr. Chris Thurstone

Mar 07: Treatment of nicotine use disorder part I.
Lecturer: Dr. Laura Martin

Mar 21: Treatment of nicotine use disorder part II.
Lecturer: Dr. Laura Martin

Lecturer: Dr. Doug Novins

Apr 04: Detection, diagnosis, and treatment of substance use disorder in physicians.
Lecturer: Dr. Doris Gundersen

Apr 11: Interactive discussion about integrating substance use disorder treatment into general practice. Lecturer: Dr. Jonathan Ritvo